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Mixed-phase description of colossal magnetoresistive manganites
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In view of recent experiments, indicating the spatial coexistence of conducting and insulating regions in the
ferromagnetic metallic phase of doped manganites, we propose a refined mixed-phase description. The model
is based on the competition of a double-exchange driven metallic component and a polaronic insulating
component, whose volume fractions and carrier concentrations are determined self-consistently by requiring
both equal pressure and chemical potential. The resulting phase diagram as well as the order of the phase
transition are in very good agreement with measured data. In addition, modeling the resistivity of the mixed,
percolative phase by a random resistor network, we obtain a pronounced negative magnetoresistance in the
vicinity of the Curie temperatureTC .
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I. MOTIVATION

The peculiar properties of the ferromagnetic meta
phase of mixed-valence manganites~e.g. La12xCaxMnO3
with 0.2&x<0.5), in particular the large negative magn
toresistance close to the Curie temperatureTC , have been
the subject of intense research activity over the last years1–4

There is now compelling experimental evidence, that
complex interplay of the electronic degrees of freed
~charge, spin, and orbital! and the lattice leads to the spati
coexistence of regions with different properties rather than
the formation of a single homogeneous phase. AboveTC the
activated behavior of the conductivity,5–7 the Hall
conduction8 and the thermopower,5,6 as well as the structure
of the pair distribution function~PDF!,9 indicate the forma-
tion of small polarons, i.e., of almost localized carrie
within a surrounding lattice distortion. Interestingly these p
larons continue to exist in the metallic phase belowTC ,
merely their volume fraction is noticeable reduced. Cor
sponding evidence is found in conductivity measu
ments,10,11 muon spin relaxation,12,13 high-resolution x-ray
diffraction,14 pulsed neutron diffraction15 and in x-ray ab-
sorption fine structure spectra.16 Based on these experiment
observations different scenarios for the coexistence of c
ducting and insulating regions within the metallic phase
the manganites were discussed, which relate the me
insulator transition to phase separation4,17,18 and percolative
phenomena.19–22 In particular microscopic imaging tech
niques, like scanning tunneling spectroscopy23,24 or dark-
field imaging,25 seem to support the latter idea. However,
yet the detailed nature of the spatially coexisting regions
phases is not known very precisely and even the data for
corresponding length scales is contradictory.26,27Small angle
neutron scattering,27–30 for instance, yields ferromagneti
clusters of about 10 to 20 Å , whereas imaging tech
niques23–25,31resolve inhomogeneities only down to 200 Å

In a recent work32 we addressed the problem of coexisti
conducting and insulating regions within the metallic pha
of the manganites and proposed a phenomenological mi
phase description, which is based on the competition o
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polaronic insulating phase and a metallic, double-excha
driven ferromagnetic phase. Both phases are assume
have an equal density of charge carriers and the percola
coexistence is accounted for by a metallic bandwidth, wh
depends on the volume fractions of the two components.
model is able to describe a finite polaronic volume fracti
well belowTC and yields rather realisticx-T-phase diagrams
However, its sensitivity to external magnetic fields is mu
too weak and we made no attempt to describe resistivitie
the large magnetoresistance.

For the real materials it is not guaranteed that the assu
tions of our previous model, in particular the equilibriu
conditions, are fulfilled. In view of the insufficient knowl
edge of the two coexisting components we felt the need
investigate other mechanisms for the control of their sub
balance. In the present work we discard the condition
equal charge density within the polaronic insulating and
ferromagnetic metallic regions and require equal pressure
stead. Owing to long range Coulomb effects this approac
compatible only with phase coexistence on a short len
scale ~say less than 100 Å!. However, since many
experiments27–30 point into this direction and, in addition
one of the components is insulating, we think that these c
ditions can be realized. To account for the percolative nat
of the low temperature phase we complete this new mix
phase description by a model for the resistivity which
based on a random resistor network. The phase diagram
obtain from the improved model is comparable to the pre
ous results, however, the sensitivity to external magn
fields is much stronger and the ansatz for the conducti
yields a rather large magnetoresistance close toTC . In addi-
tion, the order of the phase transition from the ferromagne
metallic to the paramagnetic insulating phase depends on
model parameters and in particular on the dopingx, a feature
which was observed for the real materials.33,34

II. COEXISTING COMPONENTS

In the doping range 0.2&x<0.5 the electronic propertie
of the manganites are dominated by the well known doub
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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exchange interaction35–37 and the electron-lattice coupling
As long as the charge carriers~Mn eg holes! are mobile they
mediate a ferromagnetic interaction between the localizeS
53/2 spins formed by thet2g electrons of the manganese.
the electron lattice interaction is strong enough small
larons can arise and the effective mass of the holes is
creased by the lattice distortion accompanying its mot
through the crystal. Due to this reduction of the mobility t
ferromagnetic double-exchange may break down comple
but, as indicated by the mentioned experiments, this happ
in a spatially inhomogeneous way. We model this feature
assuming a coexistence of a ferromagnetic metallic volu
fraction, described mainly by the mean-field theory
double-exchange by Kubo and Ohata,37 and of a polaronic
insulating volume fraction, described by an exponentia
narrow band and a paramagnetic spin background.

A. Ferromagnetic metallic component

Within mean-field theory the quantum double-exchan
matrix element36 t̃ 5t(ST11/2)/(2S11) for the hopping of
an itinerant charge carrier between two neighboring site
averaged over all amplitudes and directions of the total b
spin ST , which is assumed to be placed in an inner We
field l5bgmBHeff

z and an optional external magnetic fie
lext5bgmBHext

z . Omitting orbital degrees of freedom th
resulting Hamiltonian describes free fermions in an effect
band of width

W5gS@S~l1lext!#W0 , ~1!

whereW0 denotes the bare band-width and the field dep
dent prefactor is given by37

gS@z#5
S11

2S11
1

S

2S11
cothS S11

S
zDBS@z#, ~2!

with the Brillouin function

BS@z#5
1

2SF ~2S11!coth
~2S11!z

2S
2coth

z

2SG . ~3!

To improve the above approximation of Kubo and Ohata37

we account for the orbitally anisotropic hopping,38,39 which
follows from the perovskite structure,

tab
x/y5

t

4 F 1 7A3

7A3 3 G , tab
z 5tF1 0

0 0G , a,bP$u,«%,

~4!

and for the strong on-site Coulomb interaction. In a me
field sense both is achieved32 by working with the averaged
density of states

%~E!5
1

2
@%1~E!1%2~E!#, ~5!

shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The densities%z(E) belong to
the two bands (z561),
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coskd1zA1

4(
d,d8

~coskd2coskd8!
2 D ,

~6!

resulting from nearest neighbor matrix elements of Equat
~4! with t5W/6, @Eq. ~1!#.

We assume this noninteracting fermion model to be va
within the ferromagnetic volume fraction

p( f )5
N( f )

N
~7!

of the sample. Of course,p( f ) is temperature and dopin
dependent. Its actual value is determined self-consiste
through the equations given in Sec. III.

B. Polaronic insulating component

In the remaining, polaronic part of the sample,

p(p)5
N(p)

N
512p( f ), ~8!

we assume all charge carriers to be self-trapped small
larons, i.e., their kinetic energy is exponentially suppres
and the band center is shifted by a polaron binding ene
ep . To keep our model as simple as possible, we comple
neglect the polaronic band width and consider only a disp
sionless level located atep . In our previous work,32 using
certain energy arguments, we motivated a doping dep
dence ofep of the form

ep5~x2121!E11E2 . ~9!

Here E1 and E2 are effective model parameters describi
the anti-Jahn-Teller effect and the usual polaron binding
ergy, respectively. If we discard the condition of equa
charged metallic and insulating volume fractions, in a str
sense the old derivation is no longer valid. However,
comparison of the ansatz in Eq.~9! with experimental data7

FIG. 1. Doping dependence of the polaronic binding energy:
compare experimental data~Ref. 7! from conductivity measure-
ments~dots! with the ep from our ansatz~lines!. Inset: Density of
states used for the ferromagnetic metallic component.
2-2
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MIXED-PHASE DESCRIPTION OF COLOSSAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 024402 ~2003!
for the polaronic binding energy, which can be extrac
from the temperature and doping dependence of the resi
ity in the high-temperature paramagnetic phase, yields a
prisingly good agreement over a wide doping range. Figu
illustrates that with our choice of parameters$E1 ,E2% the
functional form of ep matches the real data quite well, a
long as x is not too small. In absolute values the curv
disagree by a constant factor of the order 3 –5, which
sufficient for a mean-field type theory.

III. THERMODYNAMIC STABILITY CONDITIONS

Based on the above assumptions for the two coexis
components of the low-temperature phase of the manga
we are now in the position to formulate equilibrium cond
tions. The essential change to our previous work conce
the assumption of equal pressure for carriers in the met
and the insulating region, where the pressures are obta
from

p ( f )5
1

bE %~E! log~11eb(m2E)!dE, ~10!

p (p)5
1

bE d~E2ep! log~11eb(m2E)!dE, ~11!

with b51/(kBT). For each value of the inner fieldl the
equation

p ( f )5p (p)5:peq ~12!

then defines the chemical potentialm, which is required to
be equal for both components. Givenm the resulting carrier
concentrations

x( f )5E %~E!

eb(E2m)11
dE ~13!

x(p)5E d~E2ep!

eb(E2m)11
dE ~14!

in the coexisting regions define the two volume fractions
the equations

x5p( f )x( f )1p(p)x(p) and p( f )1p(p)51, ~15!

which ensure the correct overall doping. Based on this se
equations we are able to calculate the free energy per sit
the whole system,

f 5xm2peq1 f (s), ~16!

where

f (s)5
1

b
$x@p( f )

„lSBS@S~l1lext!#2 lognS@S~l1lext!#…

2p(p)lognS@Slext##1~12x!@p( f )~lS̄BS̄@S̄~l1lext!#

2 logn S̄@S̄~l1lext!# !2p(p)logn S̄@S̄lext##% ~17!

denotes the spin part of the free energy (S̄5S1 1
2 52) and
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nS@z#5sinh~z!coth~z/2S!1cosh~z! ~18!

is the spin partition function.
The set of equilibrium conditions is closed by the requi

ment thatl is chosen such that the free energy is minim
The same is required, if the above equations have more
a single solution. A finite value ofl corresponds to a ferro
magnetically ordered metallic component, and if in additi
the corresponding volume fractionp( f ) is nonzero the mag-
netization of the whole sample is given by

m5~12x!†p( f )S̄BS̄@S̄~l1lext!#1p(p)S̄BS̄@S̄lext#‡

1x†p( f )SBS@S~l1lext!#1p(p)SBS@Slext#‡. ~19!

Note that the equilibrium conditions do not address det
of the behavior at the boundaries between the two com
nents and that all effects of the lattice distortion and
connected strain are indirectly included in the energy of
polaronic band.

IV. DC CONDUCTIVITY

The above thermodynamic relations explain the transit
from a ferromagnetic phase to a paramagnetic phase
increasing temperature and describe the behavior of the m
netization and of the volume fractions of the different co
ponents of these phases. However, they do not contain
information about the resistivity of the system. In the pa
approaches which are based on the percolative mixing
regions with different macroscopic resistivities have be
successfully used to fit experimental data.10,24,40Here we fol-
low a similar path to model the resistivityr of our mixed-
phase system. That is, we assume that the resistivity of
metallic component is proportional to the expression

rS@z#5
gS@z#2gS@z#2

gS@z#2
, ~20!

gS@z#5
SBS@z#

~2S11!2 F ~2S12!coth
~S11!z

S
2coth

z

2SG
1

S11

2S11
, ~21!

derived by Kubo and Ohata,37 which associatesr with the
fluctuation of the double-exchange matrix element caused
the thermal spin disorder. The resistivity of the insulati
component is assumed to match the resistivity of the hi
temperature phase, which in experiment is well fit by t
activated hopping of small polarons.5,7,41Hence, the resistiv-
ities of the two components are given by

r ( f )5
B

x( f )
~rS@S~l1lext!#1rmin!, ~22!

r (p)5
A

bx(p)
rS@Slext# e2bep, ~23!
2-3
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where the prefactorsA and B as well as the cutoffrmin are
free model parameters which could be estimated from
perimental data.

The resistivity of the whole sample, which may consist
an inhomogeneous mixture of both components, is calcula
on the basis of a random resistor network. More precis
we choose nodes from a cubic lattice which belong to
metallic component with probabilityp( f ) and to the polaronic
component with probabilityp(p). Each of these nodes, whic
represent macroscopic regions of the sample, is connecte
its neighbors with resistors of magnituder ( f ) or r (p), respec-
tively. As was demonstrated earlier in a more gene
context42 and with fits of experimental data,24 the resistivity
of the network then yields a reasonable approximation
the resistivity of the inhomogeneous phases of the mang
ites. With the above thermodynamic equations the netw
ansatz is naturally embedded in a complete theoretical fra
work. The percolative nature of this model, particularly
the vicinity of the phase transition, makes the system v
sensitive to small changes in temperature, doping, and e
nal magnetic field.

V. RESULTS

The numerical solution of the self-consistency equatio
is rather straightforward. However, some care is reco
mended, if there are multiple solutions for Eqs.~12!–~15!. To
give an example, we set the bare band-width and the J
Teller energy equal toW052.4 eV andE1520.125 eV, re-
spectively, and consider two typical values for the polaro
binding energy,E2520.3 eV and20.5 eV. This choice re-
sults in the phase boundaries displayed in Fig. 2. Withou
external magnetic field, for each dopingx, the transition is
defined by the critical temperatureTC for which the magne-
tization m of the sample vanishes. The model yields reas
able values for both, the transition temperatures and the c
cal dopingxc at T50.

Figure 3 shows the magnetizationm as a function of tem-
perature and doping. Clearly, the order of the phase trans
depends on both the polaronic parameters$E1 ,E2% and the

FIG. 2. x-T phase diagram of the mixed-phase model obtain
for W052.4 eV andE1520.125 eV, and the twoE2 values20.3
and20.5 eV.
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dopingx. Higher transition temperatures usually correspo
to a continuous, second order transition, whereas otherw
the transition is first order. A similar behavior was also fou
for the real materials.33,34

The inhomogeneous nature of the ferromagnetic and
paramagnetic phase becomes evident from Fig. 4, where

d

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetizationm for the
two parameter sets and the indicated doping levels. Normalizat

m05S̄2x/2.

FIG. 4. Ferromagnetic volume fractionp( f ) ~bold lines! and cor-
responding carrier concentrationsx( f ) ~thin lines! calculated with
E2520.3 eV.
2-4
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MIXED-PHASE DESCRIPTION OF COLOSSAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 024402 ~2003!
show the dependence of the ferromagnetic volume frac
p( f ) and of the corresponding carrier concentrationx( f ) on
temperature and doping. In the case of smallTC the sample
is never completely metallic, i.e., a small polaronic insul
ing volume fraction is present even at lowest temperatu
On the other hand, for higherTC a finite metallic volume
fraction exists also aboveTC . Since it is usually smaller than
the percolation threshold the sample remains insulating
addition the carrier concentration within the metallic comp
nent is noticeable reduced aboveTC . In the case of a secon
order transitionp( f ) andx( f ) also decrease continuously wit
temperature. The presence of a metallic, double-excha
driven component aboveTC can be related to the experime
tally observed ferromagnetic correlations, sometimes in
preted as ferromagnetic clusters or magnetic polarons.43–46

The sensitivity of the phase transition and of all relat
quantities to an external magnetic field is illustrated in Fig
There we show the magnetizationm together with the vol-
ume fractionp( f ) and the carrier concentrationx( f ) of the
ferromagnetic metallic component for the two considered
rameter sets and a doping level ofx50.3. Clearly, even for
moderate field strength the critical temperature is shifted b
few degrees and in particular the volume fractionp( f )

changes noticeable aroundTC . Of course, the latter has a
important influence on the conductivity of the system.

Inserting the volume fractions and carrier concentratio
from the mixed-phase model into the ansatz for the dc c
ductivity we obtain the resistivitiesr shown in Fig. 6. Since
we are mainly interested in the general features ofr, we set
B51 and use the specified values forA andrmin . Depending
on the order of the phase transitionr shows a sharp jump o
a continuous increase close toTC . This behavior of the re-
sistivity originates to a large degree from the changing v
ume fraction of the metallic component, which can cross
percolation threshold. However, the conductivity of the co
ponent itself as well as its carrier concentration strongly
fect r for T,TC . An external magnetic field causes a re
sonable suppression ofr, i.e., a noticeable negativ
magnetoresistance. Compared to the real compounds the
culated effect is a bit weaker. Nevertheless, in view of

FIG. 5. Influence of an external magnetic fieldHext
z on the mag-

netizationm ~main panel!, the volume fractionp( f ) and the carrier
concentrationx( f ) ~insets!.
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rather simple model for the conductivity the agreement
quite satisfactory. Probably, more involved assumptions
the resistivities of the two different components could im
prove the magnetoresistance data. At present the condu
ity of the metallic component is controlled only by spin flu
tuations in the double-exchange hopping, which could
increased by the weak antiferromagnetic interactions ac
in the manganites. In addition, other scattering mechani
could play a role. The adiabatic small-polaron approximat
used for the polaronic insulating volume fraction may
questionable as well, since the phonon modes involved in
electron-lattice coupling do not have small enough f
quency. Another potential improvement concerns the
percolation model used to construct the random resistor
work. As was pointed out recently, an approach that is ba
on correlated percolation could be more appropriate.47 An
affinity to the formation of larger regions of the same ty
would naturally affect the resistivity of the system and
response to an external field.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have proposed a phenomenolog
model for the ferromagnetic metallic phase of doped colos
magnetoresistive manganites, which is based on the coe
ence of a double-exchange driven metallic component an

FIG. 6. Resistivityr under the influence of an external magne
field Hext

z for doping x50.3 and 0.4 and the parameter s
$W0 ,E1 ,E2%5$2.4,20.125,20.3% eV.
2-5
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ALEXANDER WEIßE, JAN LOOS, AND HOLGER FEHSKE PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 024402 ~2003!
polaronic insulating component. Using modified equilibriu
conditions and adding a percolative ansatz for the resisti
of the mixed phase we have substantially improved previ
work.32 With realistic parameters for the electronic ban
width, the Jahn-Teller splitting and the polaronic binding e
ergy our approach yields reasonable data for the ph
boundary of the ferromagnetic metallic phase and corre
predicts the existence of a finite polaronic volume fract
well below the critical temperatureTC . The model shows a

*Present address: Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Physik komplexer Sys-
teme, Nöthnitzer Straße 38, 01187 Dresden, Germany.
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